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Thunnus albacares

Yellowfin Tuna

Tracking Code W-YFT12LLD

Micronesia | Wild Caught | MSC

Scan here to learn more about your 
seafood selection or enter this 
Tracking Code on 
www.360seafood.com

W-YFT12LLD

This product comes from a fishery that 
has been independently certified to the 
MSC’s standard for a well-managed and 
sustainable fishery. www.msc.org
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Product Forms

Product Types

Frozen

Super-Frozen

Loins | Chunks

Plate Cuts

Saku Blocks

Sushi Toppings

Our Yellowfin Tuna has a translucent red colour and firm texture, and 
is a great source of high quality protein! Tuna is rich in Omega-3 fatty 
acids while providing a variety of important other nutrients. With its 
mild flavour and medium fat content, it offers great culinary versatility 
and can be enjoyed wither raw or seared! 

Our tuna has been sustainably caught by a fleet of well-managed pelagic 
long-lining vessels. The fishing crew follow good practices in order to 
limit by-catch of vulnerable species, actions that are supervised by on-
board observers and satellite technology. The management of Yellowfin 
Tuna stocks in the Western Central Pacific is considered the most 
effective worldwide, thanks to the efforts and commitment of Pacific 
Island states which depend on their marine resources. This fishery is 
certified sustainable by the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). 

Immediately after it’s on the fishing boat, our Yellowfin Tuna is properly 
stunned, killed and bled in order to preserve the freshness and quality 
of the meat. Once gutted and cleaned, tuna are placed in ice water 
and then later super-frozen at -60° C. Special technology keeps body 
cells intact when they freeze and oxidation is stopped fully, meaning 
the tuna’s natural colour is maintained and the meat stays firm! 

Single frozen Yellowfin Tuna is a natural product with no further 
treatment, no additives or other ingredients. Our team carefully selects 
the highest quality grade tuna for manufacturing and supervises the 
production process in order to guarantee consistent quality and sashimi 
grade to our customers. 

After being frozen on board, the tuna is stored at a temperature of 
-40° throughout the supply chain, including manufacturing and global 
logistics. This maintains Sashimi-Grade quality until the product 
is received by our customers. Upon defrosting, the meat comes into 
contact with oxygen and the colour of the tuna starts “blooming”, 
turning deep red.  

Premium Quality 

Good to Know

Super-Frozen at Sea

100% Natural - No Additives

Sashimi Grade - Once Frozen

Share our Passion
For Great Sustainable Seafood Choices!


